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Aqueous Inkjet Media
Adhesive Vinyl Technical Data Sheet

Adhesive Outdoor Vinyl Matte 6 MIL
Adhesive Outdoor Vinyl is a premium outdoor vinyl with excellent durability and fade resistance when used 
with an aqueous inkjet printer. The base layer is a calendared vinyl and the liner is a lay flat paper. The matte, 
outdoor coating helps produce bright color graphics making ideal for short-term outdoor signage.

Technical Properties

 Caliper/Gauge: 6 mil Ink: New Pigment, Dye & Pigment

 Weight: N/A Opacity: >98%

 Adhesive:  Gloss (60°): matte

 Availability: 24”,36”, 42”, 50”, 60” Whiteness:

 Printing Environment: 

 Ideal Storage Conditions: Temperature 15˚~30˚C, Relative Humidity 50% in original packaging.

 Shelf Life: One year at ideal storage conditions

Printing Tips:
Dry time will vary depending on ink type. ICC profiles available for popular software rips.

Finishing/Mounting Recommendations:
In order to protect the image from physical damage and to decrease image-fade over laminate is 
recommended. Before lamination, please allow image to dry 24 hours.

Main Applications:
Reprographic films, color separations for screen printing, window decoration with lamination.

Disclosure: 
All product specifications and data are subject to change without notice. All recommended settings, properties and technical information are based upon tests that are believed to 
be reliable.  Supplier disclaims any and all liability for any errors, inaccuracies or incompleteness contained herein or in any other disclosure relating to any product.  Supplier disclaims 
any and all liability arising out of the use or application of any product described herein or of any information provided herein to the maximum extent permitted by law. The product 
specifications do not expand or otherwise modify supplier’s terms and conditions of purchase, including but not limited to the warranty expressed therein, which apply to these 
products.  The purchaser of this product has the sole responsibility for determining if the product described is a suitable fit for purchaser’s application and intended use.

Liability for defective products shall not exceed the purchase price paid by purchaser for the product.  If a product is found to be defective, as determined by supplier, the sole 
obligation of supplier and sole remedy for purchaser is replacement of the defective product without additional charge.  No additional compensation for a defective product will be 
made. This document does not stand as a guarantee of performance or satisfaction.

Product names and markings noted herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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